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Key Features
Create rates from multiple product criteria
Define precise shipping rate ranges from destination country, state/region,
product weight, price, quantity, product group, customer group or even custom
post calculation parameters to calculate final shipping prices. Need to ship any
number of products of a certain type that are over $125.00 total (after discounts)
for $7.15? Well, now you can and you don't need to write a line of code to do it.

Use product or customer groups to define shipping rates
Product shipping groups can be set using the shipping group attribute. For
instance, one of our clients has some items that must be palletized and shipped
as freight. These items use the Magento product shipping group attribute option
value, freight. Only the freight type shipping option is shown for these items in
checkout. Customer groups are a built in Magento feature of which Shipping Matrix
Rates takes advantage. Each customer group can be used to map a set of static
rates. For example, one of our clients uses Shipping Matrix Rates to eliminate all
shipping fees for pick-up customers and to set delivery fees by zip code within the
local delivery area.

Filter by Post Code
Create shipping rates based on post code filtering. You can use value ranges,
simple pattern matching, and actual value lists. For example, if you wait to specify
a price that applies to all postcodes within the range 93221- 98880 just create a
row with this range in the CSV file and all changes will be applied. Main nonnumeric post codes can also be filtered. Post code ranges for Canada or the
Netherlands and similar (e.g. from AB2 to AB12) are also supported.
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Use detailed or exclusive requirements to create rates
With Shipping Matrix Rates you can create a huge array of rate variants. For
example, you have products located in New Jersey and you need to send the
products to US and Canada. Of course, the shipping rates vary by destination, but
you need them to vary by destination, weight, and price, crossed with volume
based free shipping. Now you can accomplish all this in a single CSV file, as
opposed to the ridiculous mishmash of extensions many have to use to accomplish
the same task.

Display multiple postage rates per order
For an exact destination with weight, price, quantity and custom options,
multiple rates can be provided to reflect different shippers or ETA's, etc.

Simplify your administrative work
The Shipping Matrix Rates extension is a powerful solution that will allow an
administrator to define every possible custom shipping rate for automated display
to Magento store customers. Let's suppose, that you wait to offer UPS and
Parcelforce with different prices to US and Europe. Although extensions from UPS
and Parcelforce can create simple automated rates, they are limited to simple
shipping approaches. Shipping Matrix Rates allows you to place all required data in
a single CSV file for upload in module config. Change and update as often as you
like, create rates based on hundreds of combinations and even custom calculations.
It's all in your hands now.

No coding required
The Shipping Matrix Rates extension allows you to change prices or add rates
using a single CSV file. You don't need to have specific coding knowledge to change
or add rates. Specify one country by name, or all countries using an asterisk.
Shipping Matrix Rates allows a single CSV file to create and control rates by weight,
quantity, price, product group or customer group.
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Module Admin Configuration
•

Enabled - To enable the Shipping Matrix Rates extension select "Yes". ● Title - The
title of this shipping method as shown to the user.

•

Shipping Price Calculation Method - How products in the cart are processed
for shipping.

•

Calculate Price Per Item - Shipping price is determined per item in the
cart. Per product results are summed for a total shipping price. For
example, if the matching CSV row shipping price is $20 and a customer has
added 3 items of any kind, the shipping price will be $60.

•

Calculate Price Per Row - Shipping price is calculated per cart row. Let's
suppose that shipping price is $20. If a customer has 2 rows of items in the
cart, the first row having 3 identical products and the second row a single
unique item, the shipping price will be $40. The cart has only 2 rows, and it
doesn't matter how many items are in each row.

•

Calculate Price Per Shipping Group - Before calculating a shipping price, the
items are grouped by the product's Shipping Group attribute. Shipping price
results for each group are summed to produce a final shipping rate.
•

Calculate Highest Group Price - Here items are sorted by Shipping Group
attribute as in the above "Calculate Price Per Shipping Group", but in this
case the prices are not summed, rather the highest rate among the
grouped matches is selected.
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•

Include Virtual Products in Price Calculation - Select "Yes" to
include the products.

•

Use Product Price in Base Currency - Sometimes Magento
currency conversion will introduce issues when using price based
shipping. In this case, one option is to calculate shipping rates
using the store Base Currency prices. Let's say your store uses Euros
as the base currency, but converts to GBP, CHF, and USD. When
calculating rates in the converted currency, there may be rounding
errors. In this case, calculate shipping rates before converting
currency. To do so, set this option to "Yes". Default is "No".

•

Use Product Price incl Tax - Select "Yes" to use product price incl
Tax.

•

Use Product Price with Discount - Select "Yes" to use product price
with discount.

•

CVS Delimeter - Set the field delimiter for your CSV import file.
Default is ";".
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•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Enable Ranges for Zip from Column - Select "Yes" to enable ranges for zip from
column.
Import/Export - This form field allows you to upload your customized CSV file.
This field is available only when the Magento admin Configuration Scope is set
to Main Website. It will not show in Default View.
Handling Fee Calculation Method - Set to "fixed" to add the handling fee
directly to the shipping price, or "percent" to multiply the shipping price by
the fee as a percent, then add it. Default is "fixed".
Handling Fee - Value to be used for the handling fee. Default is "Null".

PostCode Max Length - Specify the max post-code length.
From Filter Operator - Specify from filter operator.
To Filter Operator - Specify to filter operator.
Low Priority for Shipping Group - Select "Yes" to allow low priority for shipping
group.
Shipping Methods Priority - Specify what shipping methods have priority.
Displayed Error Message - Custom error message to be displayed to the
shopper when this module encounters a problem. Default is "This shipping
method is not available. To use this shipping method, please contact us."
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•

Free Method - select a free method from the dropdown list. Free method in
Shipping Matrix Rates is interacting with the coupon for free shipping. If there
are coupons for free shipping for any shipping method, they will appear in
dropdown list.

•

Ship to Applicable Countries - To create shipping methods for all countries
allowed in your Store View, select "All Allowed Countries". To restrict shipping
methods to a select group of countries, select "Specific Countries". Default is

•

•
•

"All Allowed Countries".
Ship to Specific Countries - Choose specific countries for which this module
will apply. Default is in selection.
Show Method if not Applicable - To display Shipping Matrix Rates in
checkout even when it is not applicable, select "Yes". Default is "No".
Sort Order - Order in which this shipping method will appear in the list of
available shipping methods.
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CSV-file Configuration
Shipping table CSV files can be created in Excel or any spreadsheet that
exports to CSV. CSV export defaults vary widely, so when in doubt, use Excel or the
freely available LibreOffice.org. The following columns are required for your
CSV file:
•

Country Enter country code(s) according to the ISO 3166-1 alpha-2 or
alpha-3 specifications. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ISO_3166-1_alpha-2 for
a complete list. You can enter a single country code, or a set of country codes
separated by commas. If you wait to apply the shipping method to all
countries, enter an asterisk, "*". Default is "*". Examples: "US" or "FR, BE, LU,
NL, CH". In the "Country" field only 4 symbols can be written per one line.

•

Region/State Enter state or region code(s) according to the ISO 3166-1
alpha-2 specification (see

above link for full lists). Region or state

specificity is only considered for countries that are previously enumerated in
the country column. If you wait to apply the shipping method to all regions /
states, enter an asterisk, the "*". Default is "*". In the field "Region/State" only
11 symbols can be written per one line.
•

City Enter the name of a single city or enter "*" for all cities. Default is "*".
This column can be problematic if a customer misspells a city name. Post
code filtering is usually the better option.

•

Zip From Enter a single post code, or several separated with commas, or
the

"*" sign for all possible codes. Optionally, you can enter the first

numbers of a post code followed by the "%" to indicate all possible codes
beginning with the value entered. For example, if you wait to apply the
shipping method for all postal codes that begin with the numbers 12xxx, you
would enter "12%". Much more is available for this field. See the detailed
information

about

post code filtering

in

the

section

titled,

"Filtering by Post Code".
•

Zip To Enter the last number from the post code range,
separated with

one or several

commas or "*"sign for all codes or when otherwise unused.

Default is "*". If more than one post code is specified, the Zip From column
must have a sequentially identical set of post codes. The first code in the Zip
From column will be matched to the first in the Zip To, etc. This column is
ignored in some cases, see the section titled, "Filtering by Post Code".
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•

Weight From Enter the lowest matching weight for the of the product or
product group. If you have no weight limit or if you do not wish to match by
weight range, enter the "*" sign for all products with any weight. Default is
"*".

•

Weight To Enter the highest matching weight for the product or product
group. If you don't require a weight limit for this row, enter "*". Default is "*".
This column is evaluated only when Weight From is a numeric value.

•

Qty From Enter the lowest matching product quantity. If you do not wish to
ship by quantity, set this to "*". Default is "*".

•

Qty To Enter the maximum matching product quantity. If you don't require
a quantity limit for this row, enter "*". Default is "*". This column is evaluated
only when Qty From is a numeric value.

•

Price From Enter the minimum matching price. If you do not wish to ship by
price, enter "*". Default is "*".

•

Price To Enter the maximum matching price. If you do not wish to ship by
price, enter "*". Default is "*". This column is evaluated only when Price From
is a numeric value.

•

Shipping Group The name of a shipping group for which a shipping method
should be created. Enter "*", if you wait to create the shipping method for all
shipping groups in your store. Default is "*".

•

Customer Group The name of a customer group (General, Wholesale,
Retailer, etc.) for which a shipping method should be created. To create the
shipping method for all shipping groups in your store, enter "*". Default is
"*"

•

Advanced Calculations Shipping Matrix Rates allows you to perform simple
calculations on the result of the shipping price logic. In other words, once a
particular shipping price result has been obtained for a row, you can enter
one or more formulas to modify the rate. This can be overly complex, and
we recommend that you not use this column unless there is in other way to
approach a shipping price problem. Enter one or several formula separated
by commas or use "*" if you don't want to use Advanced Calculations.
Default is "*". For detailed information on how to use Advanced
Calculations, see "File Tuning Rates with Advanced Calculations".
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● Shipping Price The actual shipping price of the shipping method defined by
this row. A numeric value is required. Default is 0. This value is passed to
the "Advanced Calculations" field (if used) before being displayed to the
customer.
● Cost Shipping cost is used for your own reference (this field is not
used in calculation).
● Delivery Method Name The delivery method display name. Often this will
be identical for a series of rows. For instance, "Weight Based Shipping".
● Notes Enter notes here as needed. Especially for future reference
regarding any Advanced Calculations you enter.
● Sort Order - sorting the rates in order we need to sort. Note: if while loading
the rates is a fail, so you need to check whether in the csv file is the "Sort
order" or not.
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To limit the delivery to a state, city or country it's necessary to type in the
field "Shipping Price" - "-1".

To set the common delivery method for different shipping groups, they can
be written via - +
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Example CSV File
Screenshot 1:

Screenshot 2:

Screenshot 3:
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Filtering by Post Code
● To filter by specific post codes, enter one or several in the "Zip From"
field separated by commas.
Examples:
"9878" or "9878, 9880, 9881" numeric codes for countries like Austria.
"1234 AB" or "1234 AB, 1234 AD, 1234 AX" alphanumeric codes for
countries like the Netherlands.
"A5B 2C3" or "V0H 1A0,

V0H

1B0,

V0H

3H0"

alphanumeric

for countries like Canada and the United Kingdom.
● To filter for a range of post codes, place the first value in the Zip From
field and the last value in the Zip To field. Support for numeric and
alphanumeric ranges is built in.
Examples:
Zip From: 9800, Zip To: 9899 - In a country with 4 digit post
codes, this would specify a simple range of post codes.
Zip From: 1230, Zip To: 1249 - In the Netherlands where
post codes have a space followed by two letters on the end, this
would specify all post codes where the first part of the code ranges
from 1230 to 1249, including all possible endings. 1230 A to 1249 A
would not work, as it is not a sequential range, but 1230 A to 1230 B
would be an appropriate range.
Special pattern matching characters for the Zip From field (Zip To field is
ignored in this case):
"%" - The percent symbol (%) matches any possible combination of trailing
characters.
"_" - The underscore (_) matches a single trailing character.
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Examples:
"AB12%" Will match all post codes that begin with "AB12"
"AB12 3" Will match all post codes that begin with "AB12 3" and have
exactly 2 additional characters. For clarity, there are 2 underscores in
this example.
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Special Features for Canada

The following search variants are possible for Canada:
•

Actual values (one, or several separated by commas).

•

Templated values using pattern matching characters at the end: "%", "_";

•

Value ranges require the first 3 characters but only match on the first 2.

For example: Zip From: A0A, Zip To: A9A - will match post codes from A0A
to A9Z, the third character doesn't influence search results since it is nonsequential in Canada post codes.
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Special Features for the United Kingdom
•

Actual values (one, or several separated by commas).

•

Templated values using pattern matching characters at the end: "%", "_";

•

Value ranges are not available because UK post codes do not follow a
sequential paradigm.

Examples:
"AB12 3CD" or "AB12 3CD, AB12 3C" - Actual values would be matched.
"L1" or "RH10" - Matches a full Outward Code.
"L" or "RH" - Matches the Postal Code Area of the Outward Code.
"L1 3%" or "RH10 3_" - Matches a precisely templated post code.

Special Features for two part numeric codes like 12345-6789 (US,
Brazil, etc)
• Actual values can include or omit the hyphen.
• Templated values can use pattern matching characters at the end: "%", "_".
• Value ranges can use all or part of a post code.
Examples:
"12345-6789" or "123456789" - Match actual values (one, or several
separated by commas).
"12345" - Matches any code by the full first part.
Zip From: 12300, Zip To: 12399 - Matches value range of the first part
of the post code.
123% - Matches values by template.

Post Code Max Length Notes
If "Post Code Max Length" parameter is set to an integer value greater than 0
in module config, then the post code that is entered by a customer will be
shortened to this number of characters prior to post code matching. This
setting only works with numeric or alphanumeric codes.
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File Tuning Rates with Advanced Calculations
A value is entered in the Advanced Calculations column. The field may contain
one or several consecutively executed formulas separated by semicolons. If you
don't need to use formulas in the Advanced Calculations column, enter an "*".
Default is "*".
There are Formulas for this column that create simple calculations, Selection
Commands that tell the column how to use the calculations, and Finishing
Commands to create limits, nice rounding, and price padding. You must use a
Selection Command for any result to be applied. If you type in the field " Advanced
Calculations" a lot of different formulas, then it will be sorted and committed in
such order: 1) LOWEST_RESULT; 2) HIGHEST_RESULT; 3) SUM; 4) PERCENT; 5)
OVER_WEIGHT; 6) FULL_WEIGHT; 7) OVER_ITEM; 8) EXTRA; 9) ROUND; 10) MIN; 11)
MAX.

Selection Commands
● LOWEST_RESULT - This command selects the lowest result from all the
formulas in the Advanced Calculations field. The result is passed on the
Secondary Formulas and Finishing Commands.
● HIGHEST_RESULT - This command selects the highest result from all the
formulas in the Advanced Calculations field. The result is passed on the
Secondary Formulas and Finishing Commands.
● SUM - This command sums the results of all the formulas in the field.

Formulas
● PERCENT (numeric_value) - The PERCENT formula multiplies the calculated
price (see: Shipping Price Calculation Method) by the numeric value given as a
percent.
Example:
Assume the calculated price is $200, and the following formula, PERCENT(25). The
formula will result as: 200*25% = 50
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● OVER_WEIGHT(fractional_weight_unit*cost_increase_per_unit*ceil)

-

The

OVER_WEIGHT formula uses the amount of calculated weight that exceeds
the Weight From column value as its base for calculation. If the "ceil" option is
used, it will increase the calculated weight to the nearest whole value. The base is
then divided by the fractional_weight_unit.
Finally the divided result is multiplied by the cost_increase_per_unit.
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Examples:
Let's say I have a shipping price for packages weighing 0 to 1 pound, and one
for 1 to 7 pounds, but that everything over 7 pounds increases at a standard rate
of $.75 per half pound. The matching CSV row has a Weight From column value
of 7 for shipments that are 7 or more pounds, the calculated weight is actually
11.5, and we specify the formula, OVER_WEIGHT(0.5*.75).
11.5 - 7 = 4.5 The first thing the formula does is figure out how much
the calculated weight exceeds the value in the Weight From column. In
this case, 4.5 lbs.
4.5 / 0.5 = 9 Next, we specify that we wait to increase the shipping rate each
half pound over the base value with the fractional_weight_unit. In this case,
we are 9 half pounds over.
9 *.75 = 6.75 Finally, $.75 is the amount that we need to increase shipping
for each half pound over. In this case, 9 half pounds over * $.75 per half
pound nets us $6.75. Or, ((11.5-7)/0.5)*.75 = 6.75
Using the same conditions, but with the additional requirement that the actual
weight should be a whole number, we specify the formula
OVER_WEIGHT(0.5*.75*ceil).
ceil(11.5) = 12 In this case we specified the "ceil" attribute, so the
calculated weight is first increased to the nearest integer. In this case, 12 lbs.
12- 7 = 5 The portion that exceeds the Weight From column is calculated.
5 / .5 = 10 The n umber of half pounds our parcel goes over the base weight is
calculated.
10* .75 = 7.50 Finally multiply by $.75 per half pound¼ and we get
$7.50 Or, ((ceil(11.5)-7)/.5)*.75=7.50
•

FULL_WEIGHT(fractional_weight_unit*cost_increase_per_unit*ceil)

-

FULL_WEIGHT formula is identical to the OVER_WEIGHT formula, but the item's
entire weight is used as the base for calculation. If the "ceil" option is included, the
product's weight rounds up to the next whole value.
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Example:
•

Let's say I need to calculate $.85 per half pound on the full weight of the

item or item group. I can use FULL_WEIGHT(0.5*.85) to accomplish this. For our
example, I will use a product that weighs 5.4lbs. 5.4 / 0.5 = 10.8 So here we
have 10.8 half pounds 10.8 * .85 = $9.18 The formula then multiplies 10.8
half pounds by $.85 to give $9.18. Or, (5.4/0.5)*.85 = 9.18
•

If we use the formula, FULL_WEIGHT(0.5*.85*ceil), the calculation would be

identical, but the 5.4lbs would first be adjusted up to the next whole value, 6
because of the ceil function.
The calculation would be: (6/0.5)*.85 = 10.20
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Secondary Formulas
●

OVER_ITEM(quantity_grouping*additional_price)

-

The

OVER_ITEM

command is applied after all formulas have been calculated. The
quantity_grouping in this command is the number of units for which the
additional_price is applied. The additional_price is the amount that
is charged per quantity_grouping. Similar to the OVER_WEIGHT
formula, the value in the From Quantity column is subtracted from the total
quantity to give the quantity that exceeds the From Quantity value.
Example:
Assume our order of 17 products has matched the CSV row with a From
Quantity of 10. We have specified the Secondary Formula OVER_ITEM(3*2),
which means for every three items over, add $2 shipping.
17 - 10 = 7 So we have 7 items over.
7 / 3 = 2.33 We have 2.33 groups of 3 2.33 * $2 = 4.67
● EXTRA(value) - The EXTRA formula

simply adds a fixed price value to

the entire calculation. If you use EXTRA(7.15) and the shipping price is $10,
the final result will be $17.15

Finishing Commands
● ROUND(precision:direction:ending) - Once the price is finalized, this

command rounds the result as desired. Note that this command is
separated with colons.
precision - (integer value, default is 2) - This is the precision of the rounding.
It is only used when "direction" is set to normal.
direction -

(up/down/normal, default

is

"normal"),

"up"

means all decimals are rounded to next higher whole number (5.4, 5.5 or
5.9 will round to 6), "down" means all decimals are rounded to next
lower whole n umber (5.4, 5.5 or 5.9 will round to 5), "normal" means that all
decimals greater than or equal to .5 will round up and all less
than will round down.
ending - (two digit integer like 99, or 50) - This number will be appended as
the decimal portion of the shipping value if supplied.
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Example:
Calculated

shipping

of

$6.32, and

the

Finishing

Command
ROUND(:normal:99) round(6.32) = 6. First the command rounds the
value down according to normal rounding rules 6 + .99 = $6.99. Then
the command appends .99 to the value 6 + .99 = $6.99.
● MIN(value) - This will be the smallest possible shipping value. If the
previous calculations come back with a value lower than this, the
shipping value will be set to the n ew, minimum price.
Example:
Calculated shipping values of $6.99 or $17.99, and Finishing Command
MIN(9.99) will result in a shipping values of $9.99 or $17.99
respectively.
● MAX(value) - Identical to the previous MIN() Finishing Command,
except that it sets a maximum possible shipping price.
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Example Order to Demonstrate Advanced Calculations
We'd like you to demonstrate an example of using the Shipping Matrix
Rates. We created a CSV file with different kind of formulas. Also in Notes field
you can read the explanations of using different formulas. Scrolling down the
page, you'll see the examples of using the Shipping Matrix Rates on website.
CSV file example:
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Example 1:
In CSV file we filled out the fields with such data:
Country - US; Region/State - AK; City up to Customer Group - * Advanced
Calculations - empty field; Shipping Price - 50
As a result, in the shopping cart the shipping option must be

$50
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Example 2:
In CSV file we filled out the fields with such data:
Country - US; Region/State up to Weight To - *; Qty From - 80; Qty To- 90
Price From up to Customer Group - *; Advanced Calculations PERCENT(1);MIN(100)
Shipping Price - 20, Delivery Method Name - limitation of minimum result As
a result, in the shopping cart the shipping option must be $100 or higher
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